
 

 

 

”Meat You Know” 

September 22, 2020 

 We apologize for updating and posting our Wild Game Page, so late and as a lot of places of business, 
ours too has been changed by COVID19. 

What has been affected how or even if, we could handle Wild Game Processing.  I am hoping to explain, 
what 2020 policy will be the best I can and reasons for a 2020 policy. 

1st – we wish to state, we do value all our customers greatly, domestic, and wild game and their 
loyalty for which will as of January 2021 be 50 years.  Thank You 

As follows policy and possible scenarios: 

Our domestic processing has increased to a level of near, at or exceeding capacity, which of course will 
affect our policy changes, also. 

First, our intent is to take Wild Game Whole Carcasses until November 27th, 2020, that will be the Friday, 
after season closes.  Trimmings and piece work will be allowed in the influx of Wild Game unless it 
becomes greater than the volume, we are able to handle. 

We would then start to limit it to days at which we can handle it or by some sort of appointment or limit 
it to boneless only. 

We realize this may not work for many and again we apologize but do keep in mind all domestic 
processing is by appointment only and is currently booked for 18 months. 

All this being stated, pricing you see posted will be as shown unless COVID19 or any other factor should 
greatly affect processing, such as meats added, seasonings and or any other part of processing gets 
affected.  We strongly encourage you to ask and check pricing (in case we need to make any changes) 
before you bring your wild game. 

Again, we apologize and if you have any questions please call and we will explain to the best of our 
ability. 

Current Wild Game price list is as follows this letter. 

Maple Valley Locker Inc 
218 4th Ave 
Enderlin, ND  58027 


